Abstract-Software faults are defects in software modules that might cause failures. Software developers tend to focus on faults, because they are closely related to the amount of rework necessary to prevent future operational software failures. The goal of this paper is to predict which modules are fault-prone and to do it early enough in the life cycle to be useful to developers. A regression tree is an algorithm represented by an abstract tree, where the response variable is a real quantity. Software modules are classified as fault-prone or not, by comparing the predicted value to a threshold. A classification rule is proposed that allows one to choose a preferred balance between the two types of misclassification rates. A case study of a very large telecommunications systems considered software modules to be fault-prone if any faults were discovered by customers. Our research shows that classifying fault-prone modules with regression trees and the using the classification rule in this paper, resulted in predictions with satisfactory accuracy and robustness.
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H
IGH software reliability is important for many software systems, especially those that support society's infrastructures, such as telecommunication systems. Reliability is usually measured from the user's viewpoint in terms of time between failures, according to an operational profile [29] . A software fault is defined as a defect in an executable software product that may cause a failure [26] . Thus, faults are attributed to the software modules that cause failures. Developers tend to focus on faults, because they are closely related to the amount of rework necessary to prevent future failures. This paper defines a software module fault-prone when there is a high risk that faults will be discovered during operations.
Faulty modules cannot be identified until failures occur during operation. This is too late to be useful to developers. However, if one could predict during development which modules are fault-prone, then developers could take cost-effective proactive measures to prevent the release of faulty software. This in turn, would reduce the amount of expensive rework needed to repair faulty software during the operational phase. The goal of this research is to find ways to predict, early enough in the life cycle to be useful to developers, which modules are 0018-9529/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE fault-prone. The exact nature of the software improvement processes that developers could apply to fault-prone modules is not addressed here.
In a well-built system, fault-prone modules typically are only a small fraction of the total. A variety of classification techniques have been used to model software quality, including
• logistic regression [2] , [14] ;
• discriminant analysis [21] , [28] ; • discriminant power [34] , [35] ;
• discriminant coordinates [30] ;
• optimal set reduction [4] ; • neural networks [24] ;
• fuzzy classification [7] ;
• classification trees [37] . A classification tree is an algorithm represented by an abstract tree of decision rules. The -dependent variable is the response variable which is categorical (e.g., fault-prone or not). The -independent variables are predictors. Each internal node represents a decision that is based on a predictor. Each edge leads to a potential next decision. Each leaf is labeled with a class. An object (e.g., software module) is classified by traversing a path from the root of the tree to a leaf, according to the values of the object's predictors. Finally, the object's response variable is assigned the leaf's class. A classification tree accommodates nonmonotonic and nonlinear relationships among combinations of variables in a model that is easy to understand and use.
References [31] , [37] model software quality using the algorithm [32] to build trees using an entropy-based criterion. Reference [38] extended the algorithm by applying Akaike Information Criterion procedures [1] to prune the tree. The authors' research group has classified fault-prone modules with the algorithm [3] , [17] , [22] and the algorithm [23] , [33] which is a refinement of the algorithm [12] . also has an algorithm for constructing classification trees [5] . However, this algorithm does not incorporate prior probabilities of membership nor costs of misclassifications [13] . In one case study, this algorithm did not build a tree, because our data had a very small proportion of fault-prone modules. This led the authors to explore the use of regression trees for the purpose of classifying fault-prone modules.
A regression tree is also an algorithm represented by an abstract tree. However, the response variable is a real quantity, instead of a class. Decision nodes are similar to a classification tree's, but each leaf is labeled with a quantity for the response variable. The processing of an object is similar to a classification tree, but once the object reaches a leaf, the response variable is assigned the appropriate quantity. Reference [25] briefly reports using the Classification and Regression Trees ( ) regression tree algorithm [3] to model software project productivity. Case studies in [9] and [39] used the regression tree algorithm to predict the number of faults. As future work, [9] suggests applying a threshold to the predicted quantity to classify modules.
Tree algorithms are often considered "machine learning" techniques, because the structure of a tree is derived from processing a training data set that represents objects of interest; the algorithm "learns" from the structure of the training data set. One should evaluate a tree's accuracy with an -unbiased method, such as cross-validation, or an evaluation data set that is similar to, but -independent of the training data set. Both the training and evaluation data sets must represent historical software modules where actual faults are known. After a tree model has been built and evaluated with historical data, it is ready to make predictions for a similar current development project, where predictors are known, but faults have not yet been discovered.
The accuracy of a classification model is characterized by misclassification rates. When the response variable can be 1 of 2 classes, e.g., fault-prone or not, then a model can make 2 kinds of misclassifications. In the application in this paper, a Type I misclassification is when the model predicts that a module is fault-prone when it is not. Conversely, a Type II misclassification is when the model predicts that a module is not fault-prone when it is. This paper presents a method for using regression trees to classify software modules as fault-prone or not, allowing one to choose a preferred balance between Types I and II misclassification rates. To our knowledge, this is the first time the regression tree algorithm has been used for classification of software quality. A case study of a very large telecommunication system illustrates the approach [6] . Future work might include a comparative study of the various tree algorithms.
The remainder of this paper explains how builds a regression tree, defines the authors' classification rule for choosing a preferred balance between misclassification rates, and presents details of the authors' case study.
II. A CLASSIFICATION RULE FOR REGRESSION TREES
A tree-algorithm builds a tree based on a training set of objects, where the value of the response variable and predictor values are known for each object.
In this paper, a software module is considered an object. The , is encoded for each module as a real number:
• 0.0 for fault-prone, • 1.0 for not fault-prone. constructs a regression tree that predicts the value of this real response variable. The Appendix gives details on the S-Plus algorithm for building a regression tree. After the regression tree is built, each leaf, , must be labeled with a class so that the tree can be used for classification. This, in effect, determines a rule for classifying objects. A threshold is applied to the , to determine the predicted class.
Because of the way is encoded, the , is the proportion of not fault-prone training modules that fall into leaf . This yields an estimate of the probability that module is fault-prone
The goal of this paper is to allow appropriate emphasis on each type of misclassification according to the preference of the project. The authors proposed such a classification rule for use with software quality models based on discriminant analysis [15] and this paper adapts it to regression trees. Let a software quality modeling technique produce a likelihood function for each class, and . Equation (3) enables a project to select its preferred balance between the misclassification rates by choosing a parameter if otherwise.
When applied to a classification tree, the and , are probabilities of class membership at the leaves. Thus, the general classification rule for a regression tree is: if otherwise.
(4)
An alternative formulation is: if otherwise
Software engineering is a complex human activity; consequently, it is impossible for any model to account for all the things that influence human mistakes. When a model predicts a module's classification, it might turn out to be wrong. The goal in this paper is to have correct predictions most of the time. For 2 classes, there are 2 kinds of misclassification rates.
Type I: , proportion of not fault-prone modules that are incorrectly classified as fault-prone;
Type II: , proportion of fault-prone modules that are incorrectly classified as not fault-prone.
With various classification techniques, a tradeoff is observed between Types I and II misclassification rates as functions of [15] , [19] , [22] , [41] . As goes down, goes up, and conversely. This paper chooses a preferred value of empirically. Given a candidate value of , estimate the misclassification rates and by resubstitution of the training data set into the model. If the balance is not satisfactory, select another candidate value of and estimate again, until the best is found for the project. This procedure is straightforward in practice, because the misclassification rates are monotonic functions of . For example, if one chooses such that , then the larger misclassification rate is minimized [36] . In practice, one can achieve only approximate equality due to finite discrete data-sets.
Let some software improvement process be applied to each module predicted to be fault-prone, and let and be the costs of misclassification, based on improvement costs, effectiveness in finding faults prior to release, and the consequences of uncorrected faults during operations. Equation (3) is a minimum-cost rule [13] , [36] when (6) However, the costs of misclassifications are often difficult to estimate. If and are estimated from the training data set, then a preferred value of implies a subjective assessment of , under a cost minimization rule.
III. EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY
The case study in this paper illustrates how a general classification rule can yield useful classification accuracy when applied to regression trees. Case studies have inherent limits on the generalizability of results. Software applications have various product characteristics, and software is developed under a variety of conditions in various organizations. Section III-A describes the subject development organization and its product, so that others can assess its similarity to their own. Sections III-B and III-C present the methodology of the case study and its empirical results.
A. System Description
For an empirical study to be credible, the software engineering community demands that the subject be a system with the following characteristics [40] :
1) developed by a group, rather than an individual; 2) developed by professionals, rather than students; 3) developed in an industrial environment, rather than an artificial setting;
4) large enough to be comparable to real industry projects. The case study in this paper fulfills all these criteria. The case study was of a very large legacy telecommunication system with the characteristics: 1) developed by teams in a large organization; 2) developed by professional programmers using the procedural development paradigm and a standardized development process;
3) part of a commercial product, which was an embedded, real-time system with many finite-state machines; 4) consisted of appreciably more than 10 lines of code in a high-level language (Protel) similar to Pascal.
Four consecutive releases (labeled 1-4 in this paper) were studied. Release 1 was used as a training data set, and the remaining 3 releases were used as evaluation data sets. Even though the software was appreciably enhanced from release to release, the project staff considered the software development process to be stable.
A module consisted of one or more functionally related source-code files. A problem-reporting-system recorded data at the module level on customer-discovered problems. A fault was attributed to a module when source code was changed due to a customer-discovered problem. Repair of faults in deployed telecommunication systems can be extremely expensive, because visits to all affected customer sites are often necessary to install a patch.
This study considered a module fault-prone if any faults were discovered by customers, and not fault-prone otherwise: .
A configuration-management-system recorded data on changes to source-code files. Modules were identified that were unchanged from the prior release. More than 99% of the unchanged modules had no faults, i.e., almost all unchanged modules were not fault-prone. Consequently, the scope of the case study was limited to modules that had at least 1 change to source code since the prior release, including new modules. The set of updated modules had several million lines of code in a few thousand modules in each release.
Fault data were collected from the problem reporting system. Problem reports were tabulated and anomalies were resolved. Table I summarizes the distribution of faults discovered by customers. The proportion of modules with no faults among the updated modules of the fit data set (Release 1) was , and the proportion with at least 1 fault was . Such a small set of modules is often difficult to identify early in development. In this study, due to a lack of detailed data, the conservative assumption was made that customers used the releases a similar amount of time. Comparison of fault-discovery rates across releases is a topic for future research.
This paper advocates a pragmatic approach to collecting software metrics, and does not recommend one set of metrics to the exclusion of others recommended in the literature. A datamining approach is preferred to exploiting metric data [8] , [18] analyzing a broad set of candidate metrics.
The subject system was supported by the EMERALD system [10] . EMERALD was developed by Nortel Networks in partnership with Bell Canada [27] et al. EMERALD provides software designers and managers access to software measurements and software quality models based on those metrics. EMERALD's software metrics analysis tool measured over 50 metrics from source code. Preliminary data analysis selected metrics that were appropriate for modeling purposes. Table II lists the 24 software product metrics used in this study [20] ; CAL and VARUSD were not used as predictors because they are redundant with others. They measure attributes of call graphs, control flow graphs, and statements. For example, the span of variables is the number of lines of code between first and last use of a variable in a procedure; VARSPNSM and VARSPNMX are totals and maximums, respectively. Table III lists 4 execution metrics used in this study. The proportion of installations that had each module, USAGE, was approximated by data from a prior release [11] . The project considered usage across releases to be similar, because the customer-base was stable. Execution times were measured in a laboratory under 3 workloads. For example, RESCPU is the amount of execution time of a module under the workload of a system serving consumers. Refinement of execution metrics is a topic for future research.
B. Methodology
The case study in this paper consists of the steps: 1) Collect data on historical releases, and perform preliminary data analysis. II  SOFTWARE PRODUCT METRICS   TABLE III  SOFTWARE EXECUTION METRICS 2) Select a response variable and a broad set of candidate predictors.
3) Prepare training and evaluation data sets. 4) Build a regression-tree based on the training data-set using . 5) Choose the preferred value of the classification rule's parameter, , based on training data-set results and project-specific criteria.
6) Classify each module in the evaluation data-sets and calculate misclassification rates. 7) Evaluate model accuracy and interpret the structure of the tree. The model is then ready for application to a current release or a similar project.
C. Empirical Results
The case study used data on 4 consecutive releases of a large legacy telecommunication system. The response variable was whether a module was fault-prone or not. The candidate predictors were the 24 product metrics in Table II and the 4 execution  metrics in Table III . The training data-set consist of data on updated modules from Release 1; and the evaluation data sets consist of data on updated modules from Releases 2-4.
The S-Plus regression-tree algorithm built a tree based on the training data-set. The minimum -deviance parameter was mindev 0.10, and the minimum size node was minsize 40; these parameters were chosen empirically [6] . The resulting tree had 41 nodes, 21 leaves, and 11 important predictors. The important predictors are: FILINCUQ, LGPATH, NDSENT, CNDNOT, LOP, STMDEC, VARSPNMX, VARSPNSM, NDSPND, USAGE, RESCPU.
The number of distinct files included, FILINCUQ, is the predictor at Nodes 1 and 2. Because programmers typically put externally defined function prototypes in included files ("header" files), this variable indicates the variety of interfaces among files. Interfaces can be easily misunderstood by developers. The logarithm of paths in the control flow graph, LGPATH, which indicates the size and complexity of the logic, was somewhat -correlated with FILINCUQ.
NDSENT is equivalent to the number of procedures in the module, because every procedure had only one entry point. This was strongly -correlated with the size of a module. CNDNOT, LOP, STMDEC were also -correlated with the overall size of the module.
VARSPNMX, VARSPNSM were -correlated with each other, and indicate the locality of references to variables. Small locality of reference can improve awareness of all uses of each variable.
NDSPND ("dead code": pending nodes in the control flow graph) can indicate incomplete maintenance.
USAGE is a surrogate measure for the extent that customers used a module, and thus, roughly gauges opportunities to discover faults. The execution time of a module, e.g., RESCPU, also indicates opportunities for faults to manifest as failures. Table IV shows how misclassification rates vary as a function of . The Type II misclassification was preferred to be less than the Type I rate for the training data set, and the misclassification rates were preferred to be approximately balanced. Thus was chosen (it is bold in Table IV ). Another project might prefer a different criterion for choosing . For example, due to resource constraints, one might prefer to limit the total fraction predicted to be fault-prone. Fig. 1 depicts the tree. The cutpoint for each decision node is marked on its left edge. For example, at the root node (Node 1), if as marked on the left edge, FILINCUQ 50, then the algorithm represented by the tree proceeds to the left (Node 2), and otherwise to the right (Node 25). Each leaf shows its mean response, , and the preferred class for . For example, upon arriving at Leaf 5 for module , the algorithm assigns . By (2) and (5), and thus, the predicted class of module is not fault-prone: . If all the leaves descending from a decision node have the same classification, then one can draw an equivalent simplified tree. For example, both of the leaves descending from Node 39 are labeled fault-prone, because for both. Consequently, the decision at Node 39 does not affect the classification. One could redraw the tree, replacing Node 39 and its child nodes with a leaf labeled fault-prone.
Even though the S-Plus regression tree algorithm allows only binary splits, some combinations of nodes are equivalent to multiway splits. For example, If FILINCUQ 35 then a module probably has low-risk as determined by the subtree at Node 3. If 35 FILINCUQ 50, then a module's class is predicted by the subtree at Node 16; otherwise (50 FILINCUQ) a module probably has high risk as determined by the subtree at Node 25. In other words, Nodes 1 and 2 together form a 3-way Consider the benefits of using the preferred model to target software improvement efforts [16] . For example, let a current release be similar to the last release in the study, Release 4, having % fault-prone modules, and % not fault-prone (see Table I ). Recall that the preferred , i.e., . For Release 4, the model correctly predicted the class of % of the fault-prone modules, and incorrectly predicted that 32.2% of the not fault-prone modules were fault-prone. For the hypothetical current release, the model would predict that % of the modules are fault-prone, and thus, are candidates for improvement. Of these candidates, one would anticipate % to be fault-prone. For comparison, if one randomly chose a set of modules for improvement, only % would actually be fault-prone. Let the cost of improving any module be unit; value of improving a not fault-prone module be negligible; cost-avoidance (benefit) of improving a fault-prone module be by (6) under a minimum-cost classification rule.
In light of the high cost of fixing faults in telecommunication software after release, and the very small proportion of fault-prone modules, this subjective estimate of the cost ratio appears to be plausible.
The cost of improving modules predicted to be fault-prone by the model would be units. The value of improving those candidates that were fault-prone would be . Thus, the profit for using the model's predictions would be and the return on investment would be % For comparison, improving randomly selected modules would result in a profit of and a return on investment of % That is, using predictions from this model would more than double the profit of improving a random selection of modules.
Thus, under a plausible assessment of , the level of accuracy of this preferred classification model in Table IV could be very useful to a software development project.
APPENDIX BUILDING A REGRESSION TREE WITH S-PLUS
requires that each predictor be an ordinal measure. Only ranks of quantitative predictors are considered. In this application, all the predictors are software metrics, modeled as ordinal measures, where is the predictor's value # for module .
In the course of the tree-building algorithm, modules in the training data-set are assigned to nodes, and thus are "modules in a node." The algorithm initially assigns all the modules in the training data-set to the root node. The algorithm then recursively partitions each node's modules into 2 subsets that are assigned to child nodes, until a stopping criterion halts further partitioning.
For the purpose of regression, this algorithm assumes that the response variable is -normally distributed [5] : (8) is estimated by the mean value of over all training modules that all in the same leaf as module . The variance, , is assumed to be constant for all modules. For classification, violation of these assumptions by the response variable was not a practical problem.
The -deviance of module is minus twice the log-likelihood, scaled by , which reduces to [5] : (9) The -deviance of a node is the sum of the -deviances of all the training modules in the node [5] : (10) If all modules in a node have the same value of , then each is equal to the mean, and thus, the -deviance is zero.
Outline of the S-Plus Regression-Tree Algorithm [5] 1) Initialize the current node, .
2) If the current node is not null, then a) For each predictor: Partition the current node's set of objects into 2 subsets, choosing a cutpoint for the current predictor that minimizes the sum of the -deviances of the left and right prospective child nodes (11) b) Choose the predictor whose best split maximizes the change in -deviance between the -deviance of the current node and the sum of the -deviances of the prospective child nodes (12) c) If one of the following conditions, (13) or (14), is true for the current node,
The node -deviance is less than a small fraction of the root node -deviance (13) The number of modules in the current node is less than a threshold, (14) i) then do not split into child nodes; ii) else proceed with the split. A) Recursively call the algorithm to process the left child node. B) Recursively call the algorithm to process the right child node.
3) Return the tree.
When the tree is completed, it can be used to predict each of a current project's modules. The predicted value of the response variable for module is the mean of training modules in the leaf it falls into (15) The parameters mindev and minsize are tools for controlling overfitting. Future work will evaluate these parameters and pruning a large overfitted tree to control overfitting.
